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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

   

The LAST CLOUDIA and Dr. STONE collaboration event starts today!  

See what happens when science and magic mix! 

 

 

The epic smartphone RPG LAST CLOUDIA of AIDIS, Inc. (Head office: Shibuya, Tokyo, 

CEO: Hisatoshi Hayakashi) welcomes Weekly Shonen Jump’s hit anime Dr. STONE for an 

out-of-this world collaboration event starting today. In this tie-in, LAST CLOUDIA players 

get amazing rewards like 30 free gacha pulls, making this the perfect time to check out the 

game for the first time.  

 

 
 



■ Character Units 

Senku Ishigami (CV: Yusuke Kobayashi) 

"This is exhilarating!" 

 

 
 

A young man using his encyclopedic knowledge of the sciences to his advantage. Boost the 

power of your team with science! 

 

■ Traits and Skills 

 

Traits (at MAX level) 

Scientist: Science attack magic damage +50%. Duration of buffs and debuffs casted 

+25%. 



Kingdom of Science: Power of healing, Fire, Ice, Earth, and Thunder Skills and 

Magic +20%. 

 

Acquired Skills (will need to be unlocked) 

Senku's Kitchen (Skill) 

Taiju's Protection (Skill) 

Yuzuriha's Healing (Skill) 

Extremely Bad Chemical (Science) 

 

 

Kohaku (CV: Manami Numakura) 

"I've taken a liking to you. I'll cooperate!" 

 

 



A nimble, speedy attacker! Don't be overwhelmed by her relentless attacks! 

 

■ Traits and Skills 

 

Traits (at MAX level) 

 

Untamed Intuition: Chance to evade physical and magical attacks. 

Companionship: When a party member is close to death, give a portion of HP to 

them and give them a damage reduction buff. (1 time per wave.) 

 

Acquired Skills (will need to be unlocked) 

Suika's Encouragement (Skill) 

Kinro's Pursuit (Skill) 

Ginro's Support (Skill) 

Earth's Bounty (Skill) 

 

 

■ An original story unfolds during the event The Scientist from Another World! 

Senku Ishigami and Kohaku find themselves in the world of LAST CLOUDIA, where magic 

flourishes, and even some technologies have developed. Thrown into this 10 billion percent 

land of fantasy, Senku and Kohaku enlist the main cast of LAST CLOUDIA to help return 

to the Stone World. 

 

 
 

▼ Overview 

In this event, players complete quests and collect materials found in Dr. STONE such as 

Nitric Acid and Coal Tar. These can be combined to craft inventions from the anime. 

 

In addition to the Ark, Stone World, other Arks lavishly depict key visuals of the original 

work. Event-only equipment, a 10 pull gacha ticket, and much more are available! 

 



As this event will not consume event orbs, so players are free to participate in the event as 

much as they want! 

 

 
*Ark 

Stone World 

 

■ Amazing Login Bonuses 

Get up to 20 gacha tickets and Mother Souls in the Dr. STONE login bonus! More prizes 

await if you play every day! 

 

 



■ The Popular Anime Dr. STONE 

The TV anime Dr. STONE, written by Riichiro Inagaki and Boichi, shows science from a 

new angle. It’s an adventure that depicts various human inventions ranging from the Stone 

Age to the Modern Era! 

 

After a sudden and mysterious incident, the human race was turned to stone for thousands 

of years. A young genius scientist by the name of Senku Ishigami is the first to awaken from 

his petrification. Facing a stone world where humanity has seemingly collapsed, Senku 

decides to bring back civilization using the power of science. Around the same time, Taiju 

Oki, a young man with brilliant physical strength, was awakened from the stone as well. 

Teaming up with Senku, they both start on the path of rebuilding civilization from scratch.  

 

 

 ▽Dr. Stone Anime Japanese Homepage 

https://dr-stone.jp/ 
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